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Smoothwall for Health and Social Care
Protecting over 100,000 NHS staff with safe internet access

The UK Health and Social care sector is constantly facing unique
challenges when trying to ensure safe internet access for its
clinical and non-clinical staff, patients and visitors. Organisations
need to be able to secure their environments whilst maintaining a
satisfactory online experience for users wanting to freely browse
the web.
Our experts understand the challenges health and social care
organisations face and our web filtering solutions are designed
to provide custom, safe and secure internet access which has
benefits for both staff welfare and patient rehabilitation.
If you require firewall and security, our UTM range offers you the
complete protection package, if you have an existing firewall,
our SWG web filter integrates easily. As a truly scalable solution,
we have products appropriate for all sizes of network.

“The reason we chose Smoothwall? Cost, power,
ease of use, compatibility and clustering capabilities
for no extra cost.”
Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital NHS Trust

Key Features
Granular Categorisation

Application Control

Allows the application of different filtering rulesets
per user group, providing multiple levels of
categorisation.

Filtering of non web-based applications by identifying
over 100 common application protocols, enabling
you to allow or block them.

Guest WiFi Authentication

Bandwidth Management

Ensuring your patients and guests are authenticated
provides safe and secure access to the web, which
can even help support patient rehabilitation.n.

Intelligently manage and allocate your bandwidth to
minimise the impact media and file sharing can cause,
and optimise cloud based applications without the
need to fully block services

Gateway Anti-Malware

Audit Level Reporting

Our market leading anti-malware solution powered
by BitDefender will protect your network from
web borne malware attacks and includes HTTPS
protection.

With full visibility of web activity on your network, you
can provide information governance reports and any
freedom of information requests, in real time by using
any of the 300 report templates.

The Next Step
As a UK Health and Social care specialist provider, we understand that budget is key,
therefore we will always actively work with you to fully understand your requirements,
helping you to create a bespoke solution that is right and works for you.

Please request a trial today to see how we can help you.
smoothwall.com/evaluate

A Solution
that Benefits Everyone

Patient

By providing a safe and secure WiFi
service we can ensure an improved
quality of stay for your patients, while
helping you deliver the first class
consumer-grade service that they expect.

Provider

As a provider we can help you maintain or
improve your quality of service, alongside
a reduced workload overhead, whilst still
staying within your target budget.

Payer

Our solution will help you to reduce
your overall costs, help you manage
quality and aid you in increasing your
organization’s bottom line.

Policymaker

Abide to the policies set by the
government to digitise the British health
and social care service in line with
budgetary requirements and consumer
expectations.

The Future of
Health and Social Care

The era of digital transformation for both health
and social care is fast approaching. More and
more systems and products are being designed
with the end goal in sight of being able to connect
to the internet safely and securely, but what does
this mean to health and social care organisations
now and in the future?
If implemented correctly, these services will
provide patients and providers with a number
of added benefits. These added benefits could
include the use of mobile medical applications,
e-prescriptions and even the introduction of
self-monitoring wearable devices. Hospitals
will also benefit from the ability to keep tabs on
the location of medical devices, personnel and
patients, leading to a reduction in workload and
costs.
Here at Smoothwall we are fully committed to
staying ahead of the latest industry trends within
the Public Sector and we pride ourselves on
pro-actively addressing these trends before they
affect your organisation and your customers.
To find out how we are staying ahead of the latest
industry changes, request a free trial by visiting
uk.smoothwall.com/evaluate

“The solution was in place
within very tight timescales
and the support has been
excellent.”
Neil Morgan
Aintree University NHS Trust

“Since Smoothwall there
are no back doors and no
hiding places. Now it’s simply
not possible to get around the
filtering.”
Stephen Brookes
St Helens and Knowsley HIS
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